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Using technology as a force for good

Before everything went wrong with the banking collapse in 2008, the “green pitch” was one of the things customers wanted to 
hear from their channel partners. 

Was the technology going to help cut carbon emissions and had it been produced in an ethically clean supply chain? Those 
were some of the questions that customers cared about. But then it became a grim battle for survival, and as one reseller said at the 
time, “No one has time for anything green anymore”.

But that is changing and this time the questions that the channel might get asked are not just about being carbon neutral, but also 
around the ethics of those that have designed and manufactured the products they are pitching.

Pat Gelsinger, CEO of VMware, used his keynote at last month’s 
VMworld Europe to talk about using tech as a force for good, dis-
cussing how technology is neutral and it can be used for good or bad, 
depending on the motivations of those shaping its use. 

It might sound all a bit removed from the coalface where resellers 
are trying to solve business problems for users, but it probably won’t 
be for long. Customers want to know where vendors stand on the big 
issues and want to be reassured that in a divisive world they don’t 
end up choosing to work with a company that turns out to be dump-
ing toxins in lakes or exploiting child labour.

It probably won’t seal the deal, but being aware that there is an increasing movement among the large vendors to talk about 
“responsibility” and “using tech as a force for good” is something that needs to be noted.

Talking about saving the planet and working with a vendor that supports humanitarian projects might sound fluffy, but you can tell 
it is important to the manufacturers and you can bet it is important to some customers as well. 

I wish you all a Merry Christmas and may 2019 be a positive year for the channel. n

Simon Quicke, editor
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Customers want more automation and 
better data to help manage IT budgets
A global Cisco study has found that customers looking to innovate and undergo digital transformation need to take  
the pressure off the IT budget by improving their ability to predict where problems might occur. Simon Quicke reports

If the channel really wants to help customers, then using auto-
mation and data analytics are two of the ways that they can 
support user ambitions to make IT budgets stretch further.

According to the IT Operations Readiness Index from Cisco, 
the bulk of the current budget being spent by firms on technol-
ogy (78%) goes towards keeping the lights on.

The firm quizzed those in IT leadership positions worldwide 
and found that, given the pressure to keep tech running the busi-
ness, there was little room for innovation. This is a problem in 
the era of digital transformation, when CEOs are looking to the 
CIO to change the business.

For those resellers wondering where they can help make an 
impact, the key appears to be around analytics and giving cus-
tomers the ability to get pre-emptive capabilities. Data taken 
from across the infrastructure should be able to predict pain 
points and outages before they become critical. Data twinned 
with automation means the pressure to put out the fires is taken 
off the IT department.

“Through analytics and automation, CIOs can evolve from 
blindly reacting to events – such as outages – to continuously 
monitoring and optimising their infrastructures based on pre-
dictions of future needs,” said Joseph Bradley, Cisco’s global 
vice-president of internet of things (IoT), blockchain, artificial 
intelligence (AI) and incubation businesses.

“As a result, they can deliver strategic outcomes for their busi-
ness partners, with change moving from being surprising and 
threatening, to becoming something to control.” 

ANALYSIS

“through analytiCs and 
automation, Cios Can evolve 

from blindly reaCting to events”
Joseph Bradley, CisCo

❯Artificial intelligence success lies with engineers, not algorithms, says expert
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“Gone are the days of IT leaders relying on past monthly 
reports and hours of manual operational tasks to deliver results 
in the face of growing infrastructure complexity. Instead, fuelled 
by data and empowered by automation, IT can operate in real 
time, be predictive and rely on detailed data to have a true seat 
at the table, delivering strategic value for their organisation and 
for their customers,” he added.

One of the key themes that emerged from the report was 
the idea that data had to be flowing into a business as well as 
around it. Gaining data from vendors, particularly about secu-
rity, was important to help users get a more accurate picture of 
the market landscape.

The message for the managed service player seemed to be to 
make sure that they are able to offer useful data about security 
threats and other market issues as part of the package.

“In the future, the most successful companies are the ones that 
have the best quality data, AI algorithms to interpret it, and a 
CDO [chief data officer] to ensure quality and consistency,” said 
Zeus Kerravala, founder and principal analyst at ZK Research.

The four sTages of maTuriTy
The Cisco report came up with four stages that firms are going 
through to reach operations maturity:
1. Reactive – coping with things as they happen.
2. Proactive  – trying to use the lessons of the past.
3. Predictive – data is being used to respond to events.
4. Pre-emptive – data is being used to make sure the business 

always runs smoothly. n TY
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Silver Peak revamps partner programme
Vendor makes changes in response to partner calls for more predictability around pay-outs. Christine Horton reports

Wide-area network (WAN) supplier Silver Peak is 
introducing sweeping changes to its channel pro-
gramme to become “clearer and more predictable” 

in how it engages with its partners.
The WAN vendor said that following a thorough review, it 

was making its Partner Edge programme more predictable, with 
incentives easier to obtain for partners.

“The new programme enhancements were primarily based on 
partner feedback, which we take very seriously. Previous feed-
back indicated we needed to be clearer and more predictable 
about how partners’ investments were returned,” said Mike 
Kontowtt, Europe, Middle East and Africa director of channel 
at Silver Peak. In response, he said, the new programme “had 
aligned the tiers and applied new incentives along with enable-
ment tools that addressed these gaps”.

Silver Peak is introducing a foundational partner tier that it 
believes will provide all partners with a clearer understanding of 
what is required at the silver, gold and platinum tiers, including 
upfront revenue and training objectives.

“We are evolving the tiers of our programme, primarily focus-
ing more attention toward training and certification, in an effort 

to make our programme more predictable and easier to under-
stand. Tiering is based both on accreditation and revenue tar-
gets, but what this programme is trying to do is add in extra 
benefits, such as financial incentives, as the partners invest in 
training and resources,” said Kontowtt.

In a statement, Silver Peak said it was building a programme 
that would equip partners to capitalise on what IDC predicts will 
be an $8bn software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) market by 2021.

“We wanted to put together a framework that we can build on 
in the future as we roll out incremental incentives, programmes 
and enablement offers to allow our partners to build successful 
and profitable SD-WAN business practices,” said Kontowtt.

The company has also unveiled a partner accelerator pro-
gramme, available to gold and platinum partners, which cre-
ates a set of Silver Peak incentives to reward partners that 
focus on growth initiatives in selling the Unity EdgeConnect 
SD-WAN edge platform.

The programme spans several reward levels and includes 
partner level, sales and technical team rewards. Silver Peak is 
introducing two incentives that will be available to gold and 
platinum-tier partners immediately.

ANALYSIS

❯Discover the advantages, challenges and important key terms of SD-WAN 
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The customer incentive offers an incremental margin of up 
to 10% paid to the partner at the close of a new EdgeConnect 
SD-WAN edge platform opportunity. This includes both the 
first order and all follow-on business from that customer for 12 
months following the initial sale.

With the fast-start incentive, an additional 2% incentive will 
be paid against all new EdgeConnect customer sales. This is 

accretive to the 10% new customer capture incentive and pro-
vides partners with the opportunity to earn up to a 12% margin 
incentive for new customer deployments.

The vendor is also promoting a programmatic approach for 
gold and platinum partners, which it said would enable Silver 
Peak inside and field sales teams to pass active leads directly 
to partners. n
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Silver Peak’s revamped programme looks to reward partners 
focused on growth initiatives in selling its edge platform
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Every time I see a headline about such and such a vendor 
targeting the SME market, I can’t help feeling that it sounds 
like good news for partners. Not so much for large-scale 

partners selling to enterprises and larger businesses, but for the 
80% that do the majority of business with smaller companies.

If a vendor is serious about reaching SME customers, then it has 
to commit to working with partners to get to them.

Of course, the level of seriousness that vendors attach to the 
SME market corresponds to the level of revenue they can obtain 
from customers in that segment. For many, their business (and 
focus) is still dominated by big deals with large customers. So 
while they may talk about the SME market, their words might not 
be backed up by actions.

gaTekeepers To sme cusTomers
This is where partners come in. There’s a temptation to think of 
partners as gatekeepers to SME customers, to view their trusted 
adviser status as a means to funnel products to smaller busi-
nesses. If vendors can get their attention, the argument goes, 
they are halfway to getting their products into the SME market.

And that’s true, as far as it goes. But if you forget the actual sales 
process for a minute (which is hard for vendors, I know) and look 
at why partners have become trusted advisers to their custom-
ers, it’s because they have been able to make technology work for 
SMEs. The badge or label on the product, software or service isn’t 
as important as what the partner can make it do for the SME.

This means the partner can often act like an interpreter for the 
technology by taking the hardware, software or service from the 

OPINION

Partners are the 
key to unlocking 
SME sales
Vendors want to increase SME sales and  
Billy MacInnes knows that working with the  
channel is the only way to achieve that goal
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supplier and applying it in a way that suits the customer. The ven-
dor may have a particular view of why the technology should be 
marketed to SMEs, but the partner uses its knowledge of the cus-
tomer and their requirements to apply it in the most effective way.

Vendors don’t have the resources to do that work themselves. 
Many of them, by virtue of their size, wouldn’t be able to speak 
the language of small businesses anyway. They’re just too big.

Many partners are SMEs themselves, so they can see things in 
pretty much the same light as their customers. They understand 
what they’re looking for. And because selling and supporting IT is 
their main business, partners can see the merits, or otherwise, of 
the technology that vendors are trying to sell into SMEs.

Channel businesses aren’t perfect and they can be persuaded 
into marketing technology that isn’t necessarily best suited to 
SME customers, but that’s usually when they fall victim to seeing 
themselves as a sales funnel for vendors and lose sight of their 
real role. There’s a reason why they’re called channel partners. n

beCause selling and supporting 
it is their main business, 

partners Can see the merits of 
the teChnology that vendors  
are trying to sell into smes
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Vendors want access 
to small businesses, 
but channel partners 
must not lose sight 
of their proper role
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Is it a sign of age, or is the IT industry less fun than it used to 
be? You used to enjoy briefings, now you endure them. And 
there’s nothing worse than a “working lunch” where your food 

goes colder than your rictus grin while some salesman just talks 
at you and insists you can only ask questions at the end.

You can tell a lot about a person by who they blame for the 
shortage of laughs.

Some will blame Brexit. That’s because they blame everything 
on Brexit. If a clock stops, they believe it’s because electrical cur-
rents are not sustainable without the Grand Wizardry of Jean-
Claude Juncker.

Some blame Facebook and the rest of the disturbing weirdos of 
Silicon Valley. Advertising used to be witty, because it had to grab 
your attention by amusing you. 

The surveillance marketing model doesn’t need to be charming, 
because they’ve got you by your privates. They’ve already invaded 
your home computer, and now they’re rummaging around in your 
shopping list and ransacking your psyche.

paradigm shifT
Some blame the “paradigm shift”. No good ever comes after 
that ghastly phrase has been uttered. It’s the modern equivalent 
of a pirate being handed the black spot by Long John Silver. 

Paradigm shifts in your industry are like your company being 
taken over by a private equity firm. They suck all the vibrancy out 
of the ecosystem and leave it sad, lifeless and skeletal.

I’m sure a veteran of the old days of box-shifting, fast cars and 
long, long lunches will agree with me on this. It used to be great 

OPINION

Are the good 
old days really 
coming back?
Long lunches and conversations of substance  
are things that Nick Booth hopes will return
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hosting lunches with the channel then because those men and 
women were absolute nutters – and I mean that in the nicest way.

David Moss, the regional director for Western Europe for cloud 
application delivery management startup Avi Networks, was 
around in the days when Cabletron, Bay Networks and Cisco had 
sales channels charging fabulous markups on their routers and 
hubs. We met at the recent IP Expo in Excel. Does he agree that 
software is boring?

Quite the opposite, it turns out.
“Yes, my heritage, you remember, was in layers two and three of 

the seven-layer model,” says Moss. “When I worked for Cabletron, 
we were selling the plumbing. We’re now on layers four to seven, 
with the applications sitting on top, and that creates much more 
interest and makes the functions of the network critical.”

Ah.

exciTing prospecT
Avi Networks is quite an exciting prospect, though. It sells cloud 
software that replaces load-balancing devices, which haven’t 
changed in 25 years. A load-balancing box is about as effective 
at managing a cloud computing network as King Cnut was at 
managing the tides. 

The cloud is a fluid system that has enormous devolved power 
and constantly shifting swells and ebbs and flows. But an appli-
ance just sits in the middle while everything flows around it. So Avi 
Networks – founded by two Cisco stalwarts – takes the software 
out of the box and releases it into the cloud, giving it a liquidity 
to match the network it is supposed to be regulating, says Moss.

Fair enough. But surely selling this software won’t give resellers 
the visceral thrill they had from delivering a box and then whack-
ing in a thumping great invoice with a huge profit margin on top?

Those days are over. On top of that, the Avi Networks software 
does a lot more. Load-balancing boxes were built for old apps, 
but the software caters for the way modern cloud apps work. So 
there’s a lot more sophisticated mapping involved.

The sale sounds a straightforward proposition. The clients can 
enjoy a 50% saving on aspects of their cloud computing costs, 
rising to potentially 80% cost cutting. After that, it’s a continuous 
revenue stream for the reseller.

With companies increasingly using multiple clouds, a decent 
cloud load balancer will be a must. “We’re entering a rapidly grow-
ing but well-established market and the resellers are going to be 
our route to market,” says Moss. “It’s very exciting for everyone.”

Happy days, indeed. Maybe the good times are coming back. I 
miss those long lunches. n

it used to be great hosting 
lunChes with the Channel then 
beCause those men and women 
were absolute nutters – and i 

mean that in the niCest way

OPINION
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Bundling hardware, software and services together 
under the technology-as-a-service (TaaS) banner with 
a single subscription price sounds like it could be a rec-
ipe for success for small to medium-sized enterprise 

(SME) customers. But is it proving as attractive as it sounds? 
Tech Data, which has been touting its TaaS offering to SME 

resellers, believes so, with its UK business development man-
ager James Baulch recently saying the distributor was witness-
ing high levels of interest in TaaS among HP resellers. “A lot of 
businesses want to invest in a trusted brand like HP, and with 
TaaS they can do that and spread the cost, which makes it easier 
for them to commit and easier for resellers to sell,” he says.

But just how widely are resellers buying into the TaaS approach 
and what can be done to make them more enthusiastic about it? 
More importantly, is it gaining traction with customers? What 
issues do partners need to address to sell TaaS to SMEs and 
other customers?

consuming tecHnology
Matt Child, managing director of endpoint solutions at Tech 
Data UK & Ireland, says the creation of the distributor’s TaaS 
offering is testament to the growing enthusiasm among IT buy-
ers for subscription-based consumption. “We could see the 
opportunity to extend that model to hardware and bring all IT 
solutions, software and services together into one complete 
offering,” he says.

Child outlines the attractions of TaaS for customers. “TaaS 
can be used to give customers access to new technologies that 

Using technology as a  
service to bUild sUccess

Billy MacInnes looks at how as-a-service models  
are changing the game for the channel

SUBSCRIPTION MODELS
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they would otherwise not be able to invest in right 
now and spread the cost of that investment over 
the lifecycle of the product,” he says. “As we can 
offer the residual value base rates at the end of 
the defined lifecycle, which could be anything 
between 18 months and five years, the subscrip-
tion price that we’re able to offer is highly com-
petitive for branded devices.”

Rik Hubbard, commercial and services director at Exertis 
Mobile, says customers have become used to consuming soft-
ware as and when they need it, so it’s not surprising that the 
practice has spread to hardware and services. “Companies have 
long been using this type of method in the copier market,” he 
says. “The old method of paying for IT hardware upfront has 
declined and there are different ways of spreading the cost to 
acquire equipment.”

Whether it’s called TaaS or device as a service (DaaS), the 
main advantages are scale, a lower cost of entry, more predict-
able costs, access to the latest features and security, better use 
of IT resources and more flexibility for businesses. 

pcs as a service
In February 2017, IDC estimated that 3% to 4% of PCs in the US 
were purchased as a service. It predicted the number would rise 
to more than 20% by 2020 and that 31% of the commercial PC 
market would move to the PC-as-a-service (PCaaS) model by 
that year. US adoption was quicker than the global trend, how-
ever, with the same survey putting the figure for the commercial 

market globally at 21% by 2020. According to 
the study, 37% of customers said they were pro-
curing better hardware as a result of enrolling in 
PCaaS and that the refresh cycle was shortened 
by an average of 8.2 months.

In its DaaS incarnation, TaaS garnered quite 
a bit of attention at the 2017 Canalys Channels 
Forum. HP Inc CEO Dion Weisler said it was a 

matter of when, not if, DaaS happened. At the time, he said 
60% of customers were interested in the service and 40% had 
already engaged with it. HP’s DaaS pipeline was the fastest 
growing business across its partners, he added, with a pipeline 
of more than $2bn. 

Weisler compared DaaS to the vendor’s shift to managed print 
services. “You get time to prepare the channel community and 
your own corporation for it,” he said, adding that it would lead to 
“better, stickier business”.

Speaking at the same event a year later, he described DaaS 
as “the single biggest pipeline we have”, adding that it was 
worth multiple billions of dollars. He gave the example of one 
customer with 75,000 seats where, by using artificial intelli-
gence (AI) algorithms, HP discovered it had 52,000 hours of 
unprotected firewalled clients and 30% of the clients were over-
utilised because they had a central processing unit (CPU) spec 
that was too high for the user.

“We are seeing a 40% ROI [return on investment] in the 
first year, and the security benefits that we are driving across 
everything as a service is really compelling for customers,” 
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he said, stressing that DaaS provided benefits for large and 
smaller customers.

Sarah Shields, Dell EMC vice-president of enterprise channel, 
agrees that it can lead to better and stickier business, although 
her company adopts the term PCaaS rather than TaaS or DaaS. 
She says that PCaaS enables partners to stay close to their cus-
tomer and it gives them the stickiness that a lease or service 
agreement brings. “It delivers value to the customer and value to 
the partner, so it’s a good business opportunity,” she says.

Describing PCaaS as a massive boom area which offers a great 
opportunity for the channel, she agrees with Child that PCaaS 

enables shorter refresh cycles. “This means more business, so 
it’s a really good opportunity for our partners,” says Shields.

PCaaS also plays well in an environment where organisations 
are under increasing pressure to embrace digital transformation 
because the requirement to upgrade and manage client infra-
structure can be a massive drain on the available IT budget, 
says Shields. She agrees with Child and Hubbard that it “gives 
an organisation the ability to precisely predict its spend and to 
increase and decrease that spend as required”.

According to Dell EMC, businesses can save up to 25% on PC 
lifecycle management: “With 40% of global IT budgets dedicated 
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to lifecycle management, that represents a 10% saving of the total 
IT budget, which enables the customer to invest in other areas.”

Like Weisler, Shields says PCaaS works for large and small 
customers. Dell EMC has PCaaS offerings for business and 
enterprise based on company size. The business service is for 
companies with up to 300 clients and the enterprise offering 
is for companies above that threshold. There are differences in 
what is on offer and what those customers require.

“SMEs don’t need a services delivery manager, for example, 
but for an enterprise roll-out, that’s a critical role we provide,” 
she says. “SMEs don’t require the 
same levels of deployment.”

Flexible finance is another ben-
efit provided by PCaaS, giving 
customers the option to flex up 
or down and the terms are quite 
reasonable at three or four years, 
says Shields. She adds that the 
ability to buy better hardware and 
refresh it more often could also be 
a benefit when it comes to keeping 
employees happy. 

As for millennials and their reasons for joining or staying with 
a company, the choice of IT hardware can be a really important 
factor, so the ability to shorten the average refresh by just under 
a year can be a significant advantage. 

According to Shields, PCaaS also helps partners to sell 
across multiple lines of business (LOBs), which gives them the 

opportunity to make 17 times more revenue than if they sell 
just a single LOB. 

“PCaaS is a great way of starting a conversation. It gives them 
the ability to expand from the edge to the datacentre and cre-
ates more opportunities around cloud by bringing in services 
and infrastructure together,” she adds.

Bridging tHe gap
Greg Lissy, vice-president of product management at 
SolarWinds MSP, sees TaaS as a means to bridge the gap 

between on-premise technol-
ogy and cloud services that has 
become a common consideration 
as cloud services become more 
ubiquitous across all sizes of com-
panies. “For managed services pro-
viders, it’s about the ability to unify 
traditional managed IT services 
with cloud services management 
under a single dashboard and bill-
able package,” says Lissy.

“TaaS is a means of delivering a 
single view, a single management opportunity and package, 
across cloud services and hardware, along with the manage-
ment of other assets,” he says. “Whether or not it’s proving 
itself fully may be too early to tell. But from a trends perspec-
tive, it fits into the new hybrid model well and I would expect it 
to continue to gain traction.”
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Are resellers buying into the TaaS/DaaS/PCaaS approach? 
If Weisler’s figures are correct, yes. “More progressive resell-
ers are already moving towards TaaS and a number of resellers 
are embracing TaaS with a great deal of enthusiasm,” says Tech 
Data’s Child. 

“We have transacted a lot of business through TaaS already and 
there are some very big deals in the pipeline,” he says. “We are 
talking to a number of partners who want to make it a core part 
of their value proposition, and we had an enthusiastic response 
at our TD Live event, which shows it’s in tune with the way resell-
ers are thinking about the future. We are running a continuous 
campaign to spread the word about TaaS and articulate why we 
believe it’s the way that a lot of hardware and software products 
will be acquired and consumed in the future. Tech Data has bro-
ken new ground in launching this service. We are ahead of the 
game and we expect the rest of the industry to follow.”

room to scale
Exertis has a slightly different take on the DaaS front. “The per-
centage of PCs shipping as part of a service offering is still rela-
tively low, but it is certainly gaining traction in the mobile mar-
ket, particularly with smartphones,” says Hubbard.

The DaaS offering from Exertis is becoming attractive to com-
panies as smartphone values increase for the latest flagship 
handsets and users hold on to them for longer. 

“DaaS offers a solution for companies wishing to control, 
maintain and provide the latest offering to their employees in 
a cost-effective manner,” says Hubbard. “Purchasing a fleet of 
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handsets limits most companies’ ability to keep up with the lat-
est equipment. With DaaS, companies have the flexibility of 
scaling the number of devices based on demand, refreshing the 
technology at regular intervals and outsourcing maintenance 
and asset tracking to their provider as a bundled service.”

The distributor was recently able to help a reseller fulfil a 
large-scale deployment of handsets with one vendor using 
its DaaS service, which encompassed a managed service for 
hardware (inventory, provisioning, 
asset tracking), software (including 
configuring specific business appli-
cations) and accessories (rugged 
cases and protective screens).

Customers and resellers can add 
managed services to the lease to 
incorporate repair, refreshment and 
asset tagging. “Providing an easy-
to-use service that resellers can just 
deploy for their customers is key to 
its success and will drive demand 
for this type of procurement,” says Hubbard. “For resellers, it has 
the added benefit of keeping them closer to their customer.”

WHat customers Want
Dell’s Shields believes PCaaS is the way that customers want to 
go with their IT infrastructure spending. “We are ready to take on 
board that this is what customers want, so partners also have to 
be on board for this. There are opportunities galore,” she says.

PCaaS can be partner-led and give partners control of the 
sales motion while it also enables them to give customers more 
choice. “The whole basis of Dell technologies is around enabling 
partners to be able to benefit, and a lot of partners are benefit-
ing from PCaaS. It’s something all partners should be embrac-
ing,” says Shields. “It creates great customer satisfaction and it’s 
becoming the conversation opener with customers.”

She stresses that the PCaaS programme was built on feed-
back from customers and partners. 
“We need services that are chan-
nel friendly as part of our commit-
ment to the channel. PCaaS is just 
as powerful through a partner – in 
fact, it’s more powerful because of 
the partner’s ability to build it into a 
larger solution,” she says.

Are there any potential inhibitors 
to the adoption of Taas/DaaS/
PCaaS? “If there is a challenge,” 
says Tech Data’s Child, “it’s edu-

cating and changing the habits of sales people and of custom-
ers. Resellers are used to selling and businesses are used to 
buying hardware outright, but this is the same challenge that 
the industry faced with the cloud and that has become per-
fectly acceptable.”

He predicts that there will be a similar trend towards accept-
ance with TaaS, although it may now happen faster because 
everyone is already familiar with the cloud. n

“pCaas is just as powerful 
through a partner – in faCt,  

it’s more powerful beCause of 
the partner’s ability to build it 

into a larger solution”
sarah shields, dell eMC
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Pat Gelsinger has become the latest tech CEO to share 
a personal belief that IT needs to be a force for good in 
society and the economy. 

The VMware boss has joined a growing list of tech 
leaders who have, in recent weeks and months, expressed a view 
that great changes are coming, thanks to artificial intelligence 
(AI) and automation, and these have to benefit people, rather 
than be used aggressively in the pursuit of profits, and increase 
unemployment and inequalities.

At Dreamforce 2018 in September, Salesforce founder and 
co-CEO Marc Benioff argued for what he called “inclusive capital-
ism” and urged the technology industry to set the highest pos-
sible ethical standards. In the same month, Microsoft boss Satya 
Nadella used his keynote at Ignite to talk about the importance of 
sharing the wealth of digital transformation.

In his keynote at VMworld Europe last month, Gelsinger talked 
about a need to recognise that profits should not be the only 
motivator and using technology for good was something that he 
was personally committed to.

One example was around efforts to be greener and the targets 
that VMware had set to become carbon neutral by 2020, which 
he revealed the firm had beaten by reaching that state now. But 
Gelsinger also talked beyond what VMware was doing and more 
generally about how technology can change lives for the better 
and help reduce poverty and inequality.

“There is a fundamental dilemma of people or profit, but can 
we do both of these at the same time? Milton Friedman famously 
said that the sole purpose of business is to make profit. There is 
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some truth to that; if the business isn’t being profitable and suc-
cessful, nothing matters. But if you are being profitable and suc-
cessful, then everything matters,” he said.

“We have to do better and do good, and technology is permeat-
ing every aspect of society today, so we have a responsibility to 
do both,” Gelsinger added. “We are committed to doing well and 
doing good. We need to do that as a company, but we need to do 
that as an industry as well.”

“We think of technology and our opportunity to shape it as a 
force for good. Because technology in its basic form is almost 
always neutral – it is neither good nor bad. The Gutenberg  print-
ing press could produce mass education materials or extremist 
propaganda. The printing press was neutral. Almost every tech-
nology since then has been the same – neutral. It is our job and 
our responsibility to be a force to shape it for good. Today this 
opportunity is greater than ever before,” he said.

tecH superpoWers
Gelsinger ended his speech with a rallying cry for partners and 
customers in the audience to change the world using the “super-
powers of technology”: cloud, mobile, the internet of things and 
artificial intelligence.

“Our opportunity is to shape these technologies to change your 
business, but also to change society – that we get to shape tech-
nology and drive it as a force for global good. I believe we can 
successfully extend the lifespan of every human on the planet. 
I believe together we can eradicate chronic diseases that have 
plagued mankind for centuries, we can lift the remaining 10% of 
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“It is our job and our 
responsibility to be a force  
to shape technology for good”
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those living in extreme poverty, we can reskill every worker for the 
age of the four superpowers, we can give modern healthcare and 
education to every child on the planet, and we can reverse the 
impact of global climate change,” he said.

moral responsiBility
There is a growing theme in the industry that tech must be used 
for good, and vendors can take a lead in demonstrating what 
that looks like.

At Dreamforce, Benioff got the chance to reference the suppli-
er’s newly established office for ethical and humane use of tech-
nology, with a recommendation that every firm made sure it was 
accountable for its moral values. 

“We must ask, what is your highest value? In a world where 
technology is taking us over, we all have a higher responsibility 
to ask that question, especially as AI gets released into the world. 
We have restructured our company to have an office of ethical 
and humane use of technology, and every CEO better be ready to 
answer that with their values,” he said.

Speaking just a matter of hours later at Ignite, Microsoft’s CEO 
Satya Nadella also talked about a need to ensure the fruits of the 
next tech wave were properly shared across the globe. 

“The work we all collectively do to advance the state of the art of 
digital technology, reshape our own companies and reshape our 
own industries, gives us one additional opportunity, which – in the 
end – is perhaps more important,” he said. 

“And that is the opportunity to ensure the surplus that gets cre-
ated by digital technology is equitably distributed throughout our 
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“We need a concerted effort  

to ensure this next big  
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creates more equity for more  
people across the globe”
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economy and throughout our society, because that is what we 
need,” Nadella added. 

“Just any one industry, any few companies, [or] any few coun-
tries getting ahead is not going to be the solution. What we need 
is a real concerted effort to ensure this next big revolution, driven 
by technology, creates more equity for more people across the 
globe,” he said.

The sense of responsibility that some industry leaders talk about 
also extends to helping those that will lose their jobs because of 
technology, as more tasks are handled by AI and automation.

Todd Thibodeaux, president and CEO at CompTIA, has spoken 
about a need to help people retrain and for more to be encour-
aged into tech positions to help fill some of the industry skill gaps.

“The industry is going to be facing a lot of challenges in the 
future. We have all these new technologies – AI, robotics, virtual 
reality, machine learning and autonomous vehicles – that have the 
potential to displace lots of workers, and our industry is going to 
have to be part of the solution,” he told MicroScope a year ago.

“Where are these people going to go to work?” he asked. “We 
have to figure out what the new jobs are that don’t exist today.” n
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tell us WHat you do for a living?
I’m regional director at Bitglass.

WHy are you tHe rigHt person for tHis joB?
I’m tenacious, proactive and disciplined. I also have an 
uncanny knack for being able to understand what makes 
people tick very quickly. 

WHat gets you up in tHe morning? 
My family; the desire to succeed really starts with them. Also, I 
have a six-year old, so I have no choice but to be up.

WHo Helped you get to WHere you are today? 
My father was in the special forces and my mother a publican. 
Between them they instilled a strong ethos and work ethic in 
me – and the ability to do many push-ups between drinks.

WHat is tHe Best or Worst Business advice  
you Have received, and from WHom? 
Best advice: Always be authentic. I’m not 100% sure who told 
me that. Worst? Well I’ve had a lot of bad advice in my career. 
I tend not to remember the bad advice, but I do know most of 
it came from a CEO of a former company. Generally, if it wasn’t 
his idea, it wasn’t worth thinking about. That didn’t end well for 
him or that company. 

steve 
armstrong

Bitglass
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WHat advice Would you give to  
someone starting out today in it?
Learn to build relationships; whatever you do, it is important to 
forge relationships with clients, partners, internal stakeholders 
and so on. And don’t be afraid to ask for help. 

is it possiBle to get tHrougH an industry conversation 
WitHout mentioning ‘digital transformation’? 
Digital transformation – what’s 
that? (Kidding.) Yes, if you 
have to throw around industry 
terminology, the chances are 
you’re not being authentic. You’re 
probably being a cliché, and you’re 
definitely saying the same thing 
the previous guy said.

WHat does tHe next five  
years Hold for tHe cHannel?
Everything-as-a-service, 
consumption based models, changes to compensation 
schemes – basically, I predict that the channel in 
five years will have been totally disrupted from a 
procurement perspective. 

tell us sometHing most people do not knoW aBout you?
I hide random items of shopping in other people’s baskets and 
watch their confused faces at the checkout.

WHat Would Be your desert island mp3s?
Don’t Speak – No Doubt; Firestarter – The Prodigy; Sound of 
Silence - The Disturbed.

WHat is tHe Best Book you’ve ever read?
The Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb.

and WHat is tHe Worst film you’ve ever seen?
The Descent – caving is a bad 
idea, even without humanoid 
cave-dwelling evil-doers.

WHat goal Would you 
like to acHieve Before 
you die, and WHy?
Win an argument with either 
my wife or daughter.

WHat Was your first 
car and HoW does it 

compare WitH WHat you drive noW?
Renault Clio (body kit, big exhaust, tinted windows, fully loaded 
boy racer). Let’s just say it’s not as fast as what I drive now. 

WHo Would you least like to Be stuck  
in a lift WitH? WHy, WHat did tHey do?
Donald Trump. He accidentally won the US election and isn’t 
exactly building a reputation for harmony or world peace.

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

❯Click here to read more five-minute interviews online

“i prediCt that the Channel 
in five years will have been 

totally disrupted from a 
proCurement perspeCtive”

steve arMstrong, Bitglass
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WHat temptation can you simply not resist?
Vanilla slice… Oh, I could really eat a vanilla slice. 

if you Were facing aWesome peril and impossiBle  
odds, WHicH real or fictional person Would  
you most Want on your side and WHy?
John McClane – the guy just doesn’t die.

if you could Be any animal for a day,  
WHat Would you cHoose to Be and WHy?
The salesman in me says tiger, out stalking prey with boundless 
power. The procrastinator in me says sloth, just chilling in the 

trees. But my inner spirit animal is the honey badger – if I’m 
reincarnated, I want to be a honey badger. 

and finally, a grizzly Bear and a silverBack gorilla  
are getting ready for a no-Holds-Barred rumBle.  
WHicH is your money on and WHy?
So, bite strengths are about the same, but the grizzly is larger 
and has some tasty claws. I go with the grizzly; one well-placed 
swipe from those claws and I fear that there would be one less 
gorilla in the world. However, where are they fighting? More 
over, why are they fighting? Is this an episode of Black Mirror? 
Does the gorilla have a machine gun? n

FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW
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Steve Armstrong, Bitglass: “If I could be any animal for a day, the salesman in me says tiger, stalking  
prey with boundless power; the procrastinator in me says sloth, chilling in the trees; but my inner spirit animal is the honey badger”
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Having a strong partner can make the difference
Noam Shendar, vice-president/general manager,  
hyperscale cloud business, Zadara
The continuous growth of overall cloud adoption means classic IT 
resellers need to focus much more on management and services. 
But their purpose is still very much the same: to understand users’ 
requirements and respond to their needs. The skills are there – 
they just need to be delivered in a different way. And as with any 
transition, resellers will encounter new challenges and opportuni-
ties. That’s where having a strong partner can make the difference.

The right partnership allows managed service providers 
(MSPs) to offer users enterprise-grade storage without the cost 
and complexity of owning and managing the storage infrastruc-
ture. What makes a partner the right partner might differ from 
MSP to MSP, but there are some underlying characteristics that 
are common across the board. 

An ideal product or service for the enterprise should offer strong 
performance, privacy, availability and control. It sounds obvious, 

but it’s not always. It should firstly provide availability through 
business continuity plans and multi-geography collaboration. This 
can be reinforced by features such as asynchronous replication 

which facilitates disaster recovery for business-critical applica-
tions. It should also ensure privacy, very critical, through isolated 
resources which allow users to control whether their data resides 

CHANNEL COMMENT

“an ideal produCt or serviCe 
for the enterprise should offer 

strong performanCe, privaCy, 
availability and Control. it sounds 

obvious, but it’s not always”
noaM shendar, Zadara
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on- or off-premises. This can be achieved with tools such as data-
at-rest and inflight encryption, to ensure data remains secure and 
private. The ideal service should also offer total control over the 
data, with powerful enterprise-grade tools such as graphical user 
interface (GUI) management and cloud-friendly Rest application 
programming interfaces (APIs), to give users complete control 
over their data no matter where it is physically located.

Of course, there are many more attributes a solution can have 
that bring a little extra added value, sometimes making a signifi-
cant difference. The first one that comes to mind is simplicity: an 
attractive product should offer a simplified IT strategy to support 
existing business applications, whether it’s for an expansion for 
seasonal or bursting workloads, backup or disaster recovery pur-
poses. Another one is flexible pricing: a product that only charges 
for the storage and services your clients actually use, when they 
use them. Not only scale-up but scale-down too. Which effec-
tively means zero risk for users. 

Selecting the right partner helps the channel make the leap from 
being a traditional reseller to a provider of comprehensive man-
aged services. It gives resellers the means to offer services that 

complement users’ business models. It also opens doors to new 
opportunities such as specialising in a particular technology or 
focusing on specific vertical markets. n
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